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Regulatory Compliance as a Service 
The benefits of migrating regulatory compliance and regulatory 
reporting into the cloud  

Over the coming years, risk and finance functions face an ongoing challenge to 
implement and update regulatory frameworks. The granularity, frequency, and 
widening scope of regulatory reporting is increasing the demand on technology 
infrastructure. Hosted architectures built on legacy systems ease that demand but 
do not provide a sustainable, scalable, high-quality solution. Thus, banks of all 
sizes are moving to a software-as-a-service (SaaS) approach: Regulatory 
Compliance as a Service (RCaaS). This option not only reduces costs but also 
provides superior levels of service and availability. 
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Introduction 

For many banks and financial institutions, it is no longer a question of if they migrate applications and services to the cloud, 
but when, how, and in what order. This is a big decision, but many banks have already started the process. IT managers who 
continue to have doubts can easily find peers and third parties that have already blazed the trail and can share their knowledge 
and experience. In many countries, financial regulators are increasingly encouraging the use of cloud-based technology for 
regulatory reporting. The United Kingdom’s regulator, and others, even provide a sandbox application for testing. 

Regulatory compliance imposes high costs on banks and financial institutions, eroding profitability in the entire sector. Every 
round of regulatory updates calls for the rewriting of code and imposes more strain on IT infrastructures. In a recent Bank of 
England report, McKinsey & Company estimated that UK banks spend between £2 billion – £4.5 billion per year on  
regulatory reporting.1 

Total cost of ownership has been the main driver—until now 

The main business driver behind the evolution of technology has always been cost, or more specifically, total cost of 
ownership (TCO). The cost of running and maintaining in-house developed applications has continued to grow exponentially. 
Around the turn of the millennium, many banks mitigated the high hardware costs of IT by transitioning their internally 
developed applications from expensive mainframe data centers to distributed client-server networks and web services—a 
process known as “rip and replace.” However, apart from the one-off cost of rip and replace, it did not address the issue of 
developing and maintaining software. 

Banks often responded by investing in off-the-shelf software packages, paying an annual maintenance and support fee on top 
of the license. This had the advantage of reducing development costs but brought other drawbacks. Off-the-shelf third-party 
applications typically do not cover 100 percent of the requirements. For the remaining cost (assume 20–30 percent), banks 
must employ in-house developers or third-party consultancy firms, or pay the software vendor itself to customize its software 
to address specific needs. In this software deployment model, when the vendor issues a new release, the custom-built code no 
longer functions as it should, requiring further customization and maintenance. Consequently, upgrades could take months or 
even years to become stable. 

Many banks have preferred to risk non-compliance and have delayed upgrades, losing competitive advantage from new 
enhancements. These institutions are not reporting based on latest regulatory rules, which triggers back-and-forth discussions 
with the regulator and poses potential non-compliance issues. Some face the operational risk of being insufficiently responsive 
following the latest changes. 

A further downside to this business model is the license fee, which is payable regardless of how often the software is used, 
unused, or underused. Such applications are often referred to as “shelfware.” The 2011 Software Efficiency report found that 
shelfware accounted for £1.7 billion of wastage in the UK alone.2 

In this context comes cloud computing. Cloud computing makes computer system resources, especially data storage and 
computing power, available by providing them on demand through the internet and without direct active management by the 
customer on local computers or servers. 

When these resources include vendor-supported software applications that are accessible from client devices through either a 
thin client interface, such as a web browser or a program interface, this is called software-as-a-service (SaaS). With SaaS, the 
customer does not have to manage any of the IT infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or 
individual application capabilities, except for limited user-specific application configuration settings. 

Thus, a user organization such as a bank invests limited time and effort to configure a SaaS solution, as opposed to investing 
substantial amounts of time and effort to perform customization, do technical upgrades, and run the solution. Thereafter, 
upgrades and innovations fall entirely (or almost entirely) on the vendor. Because essentially identical resources are provided 
                                                                 
1   https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/report/2019/future-of-finance 

2   https://www.silicon.co.uk/workspace/each-pc-holds-432-of-unused-software-26713 
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by a single source as part of the “multi-tenant” arrangement, vendors can focus their efforts on development and innovation, 
rather than maintaining on-premises or legacy applications hosted on the cloud. 

Multi-tenancy 

Multi-tenancy is a critically important concept. It enables vendors to offer the benefits of applications at a very low cost 
because these costs are shared. A vendor can serve multiple clients with a single version of its software (as opposed to hosting 
a different version of the software for each customer; that is, providing a single-tenant solution). This situation is similar to the 
electric power grid, in which a single power station supports thousands of households and businesses. Each customer is 
charged separately based on usage, but improvements to power-generation technology benefit all customers simultaneously. 
There are many examples of successful companies offering a SaaS solution as opposed to hosting, such as Salesforce.com, 
Workday, SuccessFactors, and Concur. Not only do they provide a higher level of service, but they do so at a fraction of the 
cost thanks to their multi-tenant architecture, which enables a pay-per-use pricing model. 

The typical business model for SaaS is a usage-based subscription fee. There are other important concepts around SaaS 
computing that describe the benefits more precisely. These have been succinctly set out by the United States National 
Institute of Standards and Technology.3 For “consumer,” substitute “user organization”:  

On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network 
storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider. 

Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote 
use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (for example, mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations). 

Resource pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, 
with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand.  

Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward 
and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear unlimited 
and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time. 

Measured service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at 
some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (for example, storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user 
accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the provider and 
consumer of the utilized service. 

The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, 
storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application 
configuration settings. 

Barriers to implementation are coming down 

Given all the advantages of cloud computing and SaaS, why have some banks been reluctant to go down this path? IT 
decision-makers in banks often point to security and privacy issues, especially given high-profile data breaches by hackers, or 
loss of data during data migration. Despite these barriers, attitudes are changing. Security measures in the cloud through 
multi-tenancy, including whitelisting and encryption of data in transit and at rest, all imply greater levels of sophistication, and 
are generally much better than in on-premises deployments. In addition, vendors have the specialized resources to implement 
and maintain multi-level security and strict isolation of data. 

Consequently, this is no longer the number-one concern among IT leaders across all industries. In an IDG survey from 2018,4 
only 34 percent cited security as their main concern, down from 48 percent a year earlier. A similar number expressed their 
reluctance to move client data off-premises. The biggest concern now is “vendor lock-in,” although this is very much 
                                                                 
3   https://www.nist.gov/ 

4   https://www.idg.com/tools-for-marketers/2018-cloud-computing-survey/   
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contingent upon the vendor’s commercial strategy. Vendors that provide optimum service will have no trouble retaining 
customers without resorting to lock-in. 

Further concerns include the following: 

» The ability of SaaS applications to integrate with in-house applications and data feeds 

» Compliance issues 

» The cost of the initial migration and the culture shift involved in relinquishing control 

» Organizations feel they lack the necessary skills to manage relationships with SaaS vendors 

However, the barriers to cloud adoption are coming down. The same IDG report revealed that 73 percent of organizations 
have already adopted cloud technology and a further 17 percent intend to do so in the next year. That leaves just 10 percent 
who will delay adoption by one to three years. Moreover, many IT leaders are feeling the pressure to make or accelerate the 
transition. This is especially true in financial services, where 46 percent of IT leaders said they felt under pressure to migrate all 
IT applications to the cloud, compared to 38 percent across all industries. 

The case for moving regulatory compliance into the cloud 

Looking at regulatory compliance, the case for moving applications off-premises and into the cloud in a SaaS configuration is 
more compelling than ever. First, the basic costs of on-premises software deployment are very high, in terms of hardware, 
network infrastructure, disaster recovery, and storage. However, these are only the visible costs, and many IT leaders could 
argue that subscription fees might be higher. Therefore, it is necessary to look at the TCO of remaining with on-premises 
deployment. Factors include the cost of software, the operating system, security monitoring, and the cost of managing and 
maintaining the solution in a context of constant regulatory changes. 

Here are some examples of areas of the recurring costs of an on-premises approach, many of which are invisible or  
simply overlooked: 

» Hardware 

» Software licenses 

» Implementation/installation fees, including consulting fees 

» Support for existing software while installing new software 

» Creation of integrations and data exchanges between siloed applications 

» Testing solutions 

» Staff training and change management  

» Maintenance and support of systems and integrations 

» Non-IT functional resources (for example, HR or finance staff) to support on-premise solutions 

» Upgrade costs 

» Security, backup, and disaster recovery provisions 

» Cost of moving to next-generation technology 

Banks that have visibility into these costs report that a SaaS approach can cut TCO by as much as half or two-thirds 
depending on their size and complexity, while their service improves dramatically. They benefit by scaling computing power 
according to need while ensuring high performance and availability. 

Why costs cannot be easily optimized on-premises 

The cost of staying up to date with regulations is high. The rate of change in regulatory compliance may not stay at recent 
levels and fears of regulatory compliance costs doubling every few years might be overstated. However, there is no doubt 
about continuing, ongoing regulatory updates that require revalidation of regulatory compliance systems, imposing further 
costs. In addition, there are rapidly increasing volumes of data and a consequent need for added computational power; for 
example, many challenger banks would like to move from Basel’s standardized risk weights to IRB, but this would require them 
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to perform more complex calculations on larger volumes of data. Likewise, the cost of quantitative impact studies (QIS) 
continues to rise. 

To support such requirements in-house or even with a legacy solution hosted in the cloud requires an IT team that is 
organized to run new projects every year and retains the necessary expertise. Keeping this talent is challenging. It is expensive 
and there is little room to de-invest over time. Banks that attempt to cut costs risk compromising their ability to comply with 
new regulations and soon face an increasing operational and reputational risk. 

Software-as-a-service: The emphasis is on service 

One of the more sustainable ways to reduce the costs of regulatory compliance is to choose a SaaS solution. This option lets 
banks exploit the benefits of multi-tenancy; for example, costs are shared by all the user organizations and payment is made 
on a per-usage subscription basis. Virtualization ensures a clear separation of data between these user organizations—they 
effectively have their own system running within the multi-tenant setup. 

However, while SaaS does help reduce costs, this is only part of the story. Equally significant are the additional quality of 
service, speed of updates, and overall satisfaction to be gained, as long as the choice of service vendor is made carefully, and a 
service-level agreement is established that meets business requirements. 

Here are some of the benefits that a SaaS solution provides in addition to lower TCO: 

Up and running fast 
Provisioning and on-boarding a new tenant in the system does not require a new infrastructure, so the services are available 
almost instantly, after a limited configuration exercise. 

Instant regulatory updates  
Regulatory changes can be applied immediately in a SaaS environment. Near-real-time software and regulatory upgrades with 
embedded non-regression testing tools make the process as transparent as possible. Tenants get streamlined access to new 
functionality, while bug fixes and end-user improvements are pushed automatically. All of this is transparent: users can see an 
impact analysis of any changes in a sandbox environment and decide whether they want to promote them or not. 
Additionally, there is a related cost-reduction aspect, as internal maintenance requirements are eliminated or significantly 
decreased. 

Complexity is reduced by components that are used in several versions, such as Risk Weighted Assets under both Basel III and 
Basel IV, that are available in the same environment. Updates and additional features can be released without re-deploying 
the solution and incrementally deployed with no service interruption. Several versions co-exist. 

Performance 
In a SaaS environment, performance levels are tailored to match specific needs and priced accordingly. The level of 
performance can be increased for specific calculations for regulatory and for non-regulatory decision-making. For example, a 
SaaS solution could provide the computational power needed to run millions of risk scenarios in a short period of time; this is 
something that even the largest banks would struggle with using on-premises resources, but with a SaaS solution they can 
access scalable computing resources to realize the required performance. This scalability (or elasticity) is achieved through the 
distribution of a single application across various data centers to guarantee the highest standards in business continuity. 

Agility 
Using the power of a SaaS solution, it is possible to test new products more easily and bring them to market more rapidly and 
reliably. The same application is delivered instantly to subsidiaries or different legal entities thanks to a global cloud 
infrastructure. Banks can determine the data residency of choice for a particular entity, as the multi-tenant application is 
deployed globally. 

Community contributions 
Regulatory compliance is a cost, and not part of a bank’s core business, so using a multi-tenant SaaS arrangement does not 
signify a loss of competitive advantage. On the contrary, new features and functionality as well as the standard solution can 
be made available through community contributions. This makes the banking and financial services industry as a whole more 
efficient and more profitable. 
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Alternatively, banks that make the most creative use of the additional computing power that a SaaS setup provides—for 
example, to gain additional insights through their own internal reporting—may secure competitive advantages. 

Transparent pricing 
The costs of a SaaS solution are significantly lower. They are also more transparent and predictable, as they tend to be 
subscription-based, which benefits the user organization’s financial planning. 

Security 
With a SaaS solution supported by a cloud platform, banks get better security than on-premises operations. Security is multi-
leveled, covering infrastructure, a virtual private cloud configuration, distributed denial of service mitigation, a range of data 
encryption options, inventory and configuration tools, monitoring and logging, identity and access control, and vulnerability 
and penetration testing.  

Portability and reversibility 
A competent, reputable vendor will seek to retain customers through quality of service, not through vendor lock-in. Clients 
have the option to switch to another provider if they want to do so. 

Domain expertise 
SaaS solutions are designed by, and for, domain experts who understand the regulatory frameworks and who anticipate future 
changes to get away from heavy reliance on IT. The value proposition is increasingly based on the users’ ability to self-serve, 
for example, by identifying data that is required, and configuring and testing outputs for specific reporting requirements and 
scenarios. This is helped by the automation of many time-consuming tasks involved in extracting the data for specific 
regulatory frameworks and preparing it for analysis. 

Alignment between banks, service providers, and regulators 

The latest guidelines require banks to comply but also to report on how they are complying with their respective regulatory 
authorities. It is vital to have a fully detailed and documented outsourcing arrangement. If banks cannot report on their 
outsourcing model, this can lead to penalties or the cancellation of the rights to operate. 

Certain aspects of the bank’s business continuity plan are transferred to the third-party cloud service provider, so there must 
be an assessment of the alignment between the bank’s and the service provider’s business continuity plans. The bank’s internal 
auditors must be able to extend their reach to the cloud third party; therefore, public cloud service providers and SaaS vendors 
need to reach an agreement that brings all parties into alignment. Banks should build documentation into their process that 
shows evidence of the pre-outsourcing agreement. Plus, the SaaS provider must offer transparency and an exhaustive 
description of its internal security process and architecture. 

Conclusion: The benefits of Regulatory Compliance as a Service 

The main user of any vendor’s SaaS solution is the vendor itself. Improvements in engines, code, the upgrade process, 
technology utilization, and so on, simplify the vendor’s administration of the solution, and attract new customers while 
retaining existing ones. This is generally the case with SaaS, but it is especially true with RCaaS. As barriers and objections 
gradually diminish, many of the world’s larger banks and financial services institutions are opting for RCaaS. When costs are 
shared and come down, RCaaS also becomes the best option for small and medium-sized banks, which can see a rapid return 
on investment from reduced costs. 

Hosted single-tenant solution providers cannot deliver these benefits. Banks and other financial services institutions probably 
see a slight reduction in costs and a slight improvement in service, but no more. 

The Moody’s Analytics technology roadmap is built on the cloud and puts service at the center of SaaS. Our roadmap 
addresses the main technical challenges faced by banks in the regulatory and finance environments: siloed applications, 
increasing data volumes, high and unpredictable costs, long project development times, and inflexibility in responding to 
evolving regulatory requirements. Banks can harness our expertise in regulatory reporting and our existing portfolio of 
applications to open source big data technologies. By offering a variety of cloud-native and cloud-hosted solutions—and 
empowering business users with self-service and automation of routine tasks—Moody’s Analytics gives banks the ability to 
map their own journey toward scalable, high-performance, and affordable regulatory compliance. 
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